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Abstract: This paper presents the results for liquid water injection (WI) into a cylinder during the
compression and expansion strokes of an internal combustion engine (ICE), with the aim of achieving
an optimal in-cylinder pressure and improving power output using CFD simulation. Employing WI
during the compression stroke at 80◦ of crank angle (CA) before top dead centre (bTDC) resulted in
the reduction of compression work due to a reduction in peak compression pressure by a margin of
about 2%. The decreased peak compression pressure also yielded the benefit of a decrease in NOx
emission by a margin of 34% as well as the prevention of detonation. Using WI during the expansion
stroke (after top dead centre–aTDC) revealed two stages of the in-cylinder pressure: the first stage
involved a decrease in pressure by heat absorption, and the second stage involved an increase in the
pressure as a result of an increase in the steam volume via expansion. For the case of water addition
(WA 3.0%) and a water temperature of 100 ◦C, the percentage decrease of in-cylinder pressure was
2.7% during the first stage and a 2.5% pressure increase during the second stage. Water injection
helped in reducing the energy losses resulting from the transfer of heat to the walls and exhaust
gases. At 180◦ CA aTDC, the exhaust gas temperature decreased by 42 K, 89 K, and 136 K for WA 1.0,
WA 2.0, and WA 3.0, respectively. Increasing the WI temperature to 200 ◦C resulted in a decrease of
the in-cylinder pressure by 1.0% during the first stage, with an increase of approximately 4.0% in
the second stage. The use of WI in both compression and expansion strokes resulted in a maximum
increase of in-cylinder pressure of about 7%, demonstrating the potential of higher power output.

Keywords: CFD simulation; engine efficiency; heat losses; heat transfer; water addition; water
injection

1. Introduction

In recent years, concerns over environmental pollution and energy balance has resulted in major
interest in research regarding the optimal design of internal combustion engines (ICEs), especially
automobile engines. There is an increasing trend of the quantity of automobiles sold (including
passenger and commercial vehicles) in the world on a year-to-year basis. With the increase in
the number of vehicles produced each year, it is accompanied with an increase in the number of
engines produced because ICEs currently represent the prime source of power for automobiles. Thus,
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improving the efficiency of ICEs using different methods leads to considerable benefits accruing from
the production of more engine power while utilizing less fuel than would normally be the case.

The utilization of liquid WI in spark-ignition (SI) engines has been studied for a number of years
by many researchers to reduce NOx emissions [1,2]. In one study [3], hydroxide and hydrogen were
formed from the thermal-dissociation process of water at high temperature, which absorbed the heat
during combustion. Hence, this method is useful for controlling the peak in-cylinder temperature
and for reducing unwanted emissions. Nande et al. [1] concluded that WI is an improved technique
for reducing NOx emissions based on an investigation conducted on a hydrogen-fueled SI engine
combined with in-cylinder direct WI. In another study, water was injected into the intake manifold
to investigate the effects of water on anti-knock ability and the possible reduction in compression
work [4]. The study concluded that this WI technology has benefits for anti-knock and higher power
output by reducing the work done during the compression stroke. Water was injected into the inlet
port up to four times the amount of fuel injected to estimate the effects on combustion and pollutant
emission [5].

Many different ratios of water to fuel mass were applied for injecting water into ICEs.
Karagöz et al. [6] investigated the addition of hydro-oxygen and water to the intake system of an
SI engine using up to 25% of water mass relative to gasoline mass for studying the performance of
the engine and emission levels. Using a single cylinder engine, Feng et al. [7] experimented with two
kinds of fuel; pure gasoline and 35% volume butanol–gasoline blend +1% H2O addition in different
operating modes. The results demonstrated that engine performance, brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC), and CO and HC emissions of the fuel blends were better than those of pure gasoline for the test
conditions considered. For a small SI engine driving a generator, Munsin [8] investigated the effects of
hydrous ethanol with high water contents up to 40%. Injected water had the effect of reducing NOx
emissions by a margin of up to approximately 35% in comparison with pure gasoline. WI technology
was also evaluated as an effective method for controlling emission levels and for achieving an enhanced
engine performance [5].

The effect of WI on engine performance was also explored in the study conducted by Sari et al. [9]
with high water content ethanol mixtures from 5%–40% of mass in 0.668 L of a single-cylinder port
injected SI engine. An increased water content enhanced knock avoidance capabilities and aqueous
alcohol injection showed promise for higher engine efficiency and lower fuel costs. The conclusion of
the study also pointed to the fact that as the WI level supplied to the engine increased, the percentage
of useful work increased, while the losses other than unaccounted losses decreased [3]. Based on CFD
results, Boretti et al. [10] showed that the brake thermal efficiency was improved by more than 55%
with 200% of injected water by mass in comparison with the mass of oxygen and hydrogen mixture
operating with a significant amount of exhaust gas recirculation.

WI in an ICE is not only useful for enhancing anti-knock capabilities and emission reduction but
also yields benefits in the recycling of waste energy from the exhaust gas. The cylinder of an ICE has a
limitation in the expansion ratio; that is the burnt air-fuel mixture cannot fully expand in the cylinder.
Because the temperature and pressure of exhaust gas are higher than that of ambient conditions, the
engine exhaust gas contains pressure energy and thermal energy [11]. Since only about 12%–25% of
fuel energy will be used to drive the wheels, some of the thermal energy escapes from engine through
the exhaust gases, while the remainder of the energy balance is accounted for by friction, coolant, and
other means [12–16]. Based on the heat balance in ICEs (including diesel and gasoline), Wang et al. [17]
and Dolz et al. [18] proffered that only about one third of a fuel's chemical energy is converted into
useful work and that the remainder of the energy is lost to the operating environment. According
to the research conducted by Wang et al. [19], the temperature of the exhaust gas was around 800 K
while in another study, a 600–700 K exhaust temperature was reported [20]. In recycling the exhaust
gas energy of ICEs, the thermal efficiency is improved leading to significant improvements in power
output, fuel economy, and emission levels.
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Moreover, in the work of Hatazawa et al. [21], Stabler [12], Taylor [13], Yu and Chau [22],
and Yang [23], it was stated that 30%–40% of waste heat produced from the fuel burning process was
lost to the environment through the exhaust gases. Thus, fuel energy cannot be completely converted
into useful work and a significant amount of energy is lost through the transfer of heat to the cylinder
walls and to the exhaust gases. If only 6% of the heat contained in exhaust gases is converted into
electrical power, this would mean a reduction of fuel consumption by 10% due to the decrease in
mechanical losses [24]. Other studies stated that an increase of 20% in fuel efficiency can be easily
achieved by converting about 10% of the waste heat into useful work [23,25].

Using WI in combination with the Rankine cycle or Organic Rankine cycle to improve ICE energy
efficiency is one method of engine exhaust gas energy recovery. The exhaust pipe is coupled with
a Rankine steam cycle system and the high temperature exhaust gas is used to generate steam [26].
This study involved the coupling of a traditional ICE cycle with the steam expansion cycle using steam
injection into the expanding cylinder. In this way, the engine thermal efficiency can be improved by
6.3% at 6000 r/min. Based on experimental work by Endo et al. [27], the thermal recovery system
showed a maximum thermal cycle efficiency of 13%. In a similar study conducted by Bari and
Hossain [28], an additional increase in power of 16% was realized. After system optimization, the
additional power increased from 16% to 23.7%.The waste heat from the exhaust gases and cooling
water was used in a Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engine in the work of
Sarabchi [29]. The theoretical thermal efficiency of the system was 5.19% higher than that of the HCCI
engine, while the reduction in CO2 emission was 4.067%. The wasted heat recovery technology was
also applied on a hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engine (HICE) because more heat is wasted by
the HICE, and it produces nearly three times more water than a conventional engine [30]. A waste
heat recovery sub-system was used to improve the overall thermal efficiency from 27.2% to 33.6% at
engine speeds starting from 1500 to 4500 rpm.

In another study [31], water was injected directly into the cylinder to enhance the efficiency of the
engine in recovering the wasted heat. Using the waste heat from the exhaust gas and engine coolant
system to heat up the injected water, the theoretical thermal efficiency of the ICE reached 53% and 67%
when the WI temperature was 120 ◦C and 200 ◦C, respectively.

From the reviews on WI in ICEs, WI has a good effect in reducing emissions, especially NO
emissions. Injected water has been used as an absorbent for waste heat recovery. However, injected
water can affect engine power output during the decrease or increase of in-cylinder pressure which
takes place when the injected water absorbs heat and evaporates, respectively. In this study, the
injection of liquid water into the intake system of a four-stroke engine equipped with a gasoline direct
injection (GDI) system was considered for enhancing the in-cylinder pressure by the use of the AVL
Fire CFD simulation code. Water was injected during the compression stroke to control compression
pressure and thus reduce compression work. On the other hand, water was injected in the expansion
stroke to improve the expansion pressure by taking advantage of the volumetric expansion of steam.
The benefits of WI in the ICE were significant by the timed injection of water during the compression
and expansion strokes. The effects of WI (for simulation cases) on in-cylinder pressure, heat transfer,
NO emission, and other factors were examined and are discussed in this study.

2. Studied Model

A GDI engine model with an axisymmetric cylinder was used for the current study, the parameters
of which are presented in Table 1.

Two injectors were used in the studied engine model: one for controlling fuel injection and the
other for water injection, as illustrated in Figure 1. An engine model was used with gasoline as a
primary reference fuel (fuel comprised of 10% n-heptane and 90% iso-octane). Fuel was injected at
a rate of 2.332 × 10−5 kg/cycle and the fuel temperature was fixed at 20 ◦C. The water injector was
installed adjacent to the spark plug on the single cylinder engine.
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Table 1. Engine parameters.

Description Details

ICE type Single-cylinder GDI
Compression ratio 13

Bore [mm] 80
Stroke [mm] 81.4

Displacement [cm3] 441
Engine speed [rpm] 2000

Ignition timing 20◦ CA bTDC
Fuel injection timing 60◦ CA bTDC

Fuel injection duration [◦ CA] 20
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the injector position in the numerical investigation.

As previously stated, this paper used AVL-Fire for performing CFD simulation of the liquid water
injection into the engine cylinder in an attempt to improve the in-cylinder pressure. The 3D geometrical
shapes of the ICE were built using the Pro-Engineer software (Parametric Technology Corporation,
Needham, MA, US). The computational domain was divided into three regions: the manifold intake
region, the exhaust pipe region, and the piston-chamber region. It was necessary for the piston
and valves to move according to the resolution of the crank angle and thus, the Fame Engine
Plus module was used for generating the moving mesh. Figure 2 presents the engine model in
the simulation domain.
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Figure 2. The engine model used for the simulation.

Fame Engine Plus was employed for producing 3D hexahedral cells for the engine moving mesh,
and involved the intake port and valves, the cylinder head, the combustion chamber, and the exhaust
port and valves. The hexahedral cells were employed for mesh generation due to the better accuracy
and stability compared to the tetrahedral cells [32]. The number of cells was about 168,498 at top dead
centre (TDC) position and around 436,286 cells at bottom dead centre (BDC) position; about half of
the cells of the computational mesh around the valves and combustion chamber were concentrated
to obtain accurate results. The type and size of simulation mesh have an effect on the simulation
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results and calculation time. In this study, the concept of mesh was chosen in the comparision of
about 43,398 cells at the TDC position and approximately 163,110 cells at the BDC position [32] in a
similar simulation of an engine model. The number of cells was also compared with 90,000 cells at
TDC and approximately 180,000–200,000 cells at BDC in a study regarding the combustion process in a
compressed natural gas direct injection engine with both simulation and experimental studies [33].
Figure 3 illustrates the numerical mesh of the engine model with the piston at the TDC position.
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The equations governing the dynamics of gases were the expressions for conservation and the
thermodynamic laws. Gases were defined as being compressible viscous fluids. The equations
governing the in-flow model included the mass conservation equation, momentum conservation, and
the energy conservation equation. The standard model k-ε was used for solving the in-cylinder flow
problems. The turbulence model employed was the k-ε turbulence model for compressible fluids and
high Reynolds number flow [34], where k is the turbulence kinetic energy and ε is the turbulence
dissipation rate. The SIMPLE algorithm was employed to solve the resulting algebraic equations, based
on the pressure-correction method. The pressure-corrections were used to update the pressure and
velocity fields so that the velocity components obtained from the solution of the momentum equations
satisfied the continuity equation. A second order discretization scheme was used for the momentum
equations, turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation rate in combination with the k-ε turbulence model.

One complete engine cycle was simulated at 360◦ CA bTDC at the beginning of the intake stroke
to 360◦ CA aTDC at the end of the exhaust stroke with a calculus step of 1.0◦ CA. For the boundary
conditions, an inlet mass was applied at the entry surface of the manifold and a pressure outlet
was imposed at the exit surface of the exhaust duct. The rest of the geometry was considered as an
impenetrable wall and the temperatures were suitably set as given in Table 2. In the simulation, intake
air was assumed to be an ideal gas and inlet mass flow rate was also assumed as a constant [33].
Its density will therefore be variable. However, the viscosity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat
capacity at constant pressure remained constant.

Table 2. Boundary conditions.

Boundary Condition Value

Inlet mass flow rate [g/s] 0.5
Outlet pressure [bar] 1.3

Manifold wall [K] 330
Exhaust wall [K] 550

Piston [K] 450
Intake valve [K] 330

Exhaust valve [K] 550
Chamber [K] 450
Cylinder [K] 450

The initial temperature and pressure in the engine cylinder needed to be established to provide
the initial conditions for solving governing equations. The initial pressure at 360◦ CA bTDC was fixed
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at 1.15 bar. An initial temperature of 900 K was set for the residual exhaust gas at the beginning of the
intake stroke. The value of the turbulent kinetic energy k was assumed to be spatially uniform and
was set to 5% of the kinetic energy of the mean piston speed.

For the combustion model, the Eddy Break-up Model was used; and for NO formation,
the Original Heywood Model. The Eddy Break-up model was used as the combustion model because
it was considered as a typical example of the mixed-is-burnt combustion model. This combustion
model assumes that the chemical reactions are completed at the moment of mixing, so that turbulent
mixing completely controls the reaction rate. A multi-component model was employed as the
evaporation model and Tab model for the break-up model. For the effect of wall interaction, the
Walljet0 was applied.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Water Addition During the Compression Stroke

In this section, water was directly injected into the cylinder during the compression stroke in order
to examine the effects of injected water on the in-cylinder pressure and average surface temperature of
the cylinder walls from the heat transfer process. The WI during this period also had an effect on the
combustion process and emissions. The parameters of WI and water addition (WA) mass are presented
in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of WI.

Parameter Value

Injection Timing 80◦ CA bTDC

Water duration [◦ CA] 10

Water temperature [K] 310

Water mass [Kg] 5% (WA 5); 10% (WA 10); 15% (WA 15); 20% (WA 20);
25% (WA 25) in relation to fuel mass

3.1.1. Effects on the In-Cylinder Pressure

After the direct injection of water into the cylinder, the liquid water absorbed the heat of the
compressed gas. During the first stage, injected water results in the cooling of the compressed
charge. The temperature change under the effect of WI is indicated in Figure 4. The compressed gas
temperature was decreased, leading to the decrease of the in-cylinder pressure. Figure 5 illustrates the
decrease of the in-cylinder pressure during the latter stages of the compression stroke.
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As illustrated in Figure 5, there is a slight decrease of in-cylinder pressure in comparison with
the pure gasoline case. Thus, the use of WI during the compression stroke had the effect of reducing
the compression work. The reduction of compression work is one of the techniques for improving
engine power. Particularly, the reduction of compression work has a considerable significance for
high compression ratio engines because of the high compression pressure at the later stages of the
compression stroke.

After 20◦ CA bTDC, the combustion was initiated by the introduction of a spark into the
combustion chamber. The in-cylinder fluid temperature increased quickly, with the injected water
heated to the point where an overheated steam was formed. The volumetric expansion of steam took
place during the combustion period. Figure 6 illustrates the increase in the peak in-cylinder pressure
for the volumetric expansion of steam.
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As can be seen in Figure 6, 25% of the WI mass in comparison with the fuel mass did not yield the
highest pressure because of excessive heat absorption during the compression stroke. Fifteen percent
(15%) of the WI mass yielded the highest peak-pressure, representing about 2% increase in the peak
in-cylinder pressure.

With the availability of WI mass, it is possible to realize an increase of in-cylinder pressure during
the combustion-expansion process and thus facilitate the achievement of a higher power output,
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as shown in Figure 7. It follows, therefore, that the use of WI leads to an improvement in the power
output without the use of extra fuel.
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3.1.2. Effects of WI on the Reduction in Energy Losses via Heat Transfer

During engine operation, there are energy losses via heat transfer to the cylinder walls during the
latter stages of the compression stroke and the combustion-expansion stroke. During the compression
process, the charge temperature rises above the wall temperature and thus heat transfer occurs from
the in-cylinder gasses to the cylinder walls. In the combustion-expansion stroke, the heat transfer
rate to the cylinder walls is the highest. Among the energy loss through heat transfer, heat fluxes to
the combustion chamber wall are highest during the combustion process and can reach as high as
10 MW/m2 [35]. Reduction of the energy losses during these periods will result in an improvement of
the engine efficiency.

The energy losses resulting from the transfer of heat to the cylinder walls is mainly through the
piston crown, cylinder liner, combustion chamber, and valves. A decrease in the surface temperature
of these components will lead to a reduction of the transfer of heat to the engine coolant and thus
reduce energy losses. Figure 8 illustrates the main components in the energy loss process of the ICE.
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During the operation of an engine, heat is transferred by the motion of fluids and the relative
motion between fluids and solid surfaces. During the latter stages of the compression stroke,
combustion-expansion, and exhaust stroke, heat is transferred by convection between the in-cylinder
gases, cylinder head, valves, and the cylinder wall.

In steady-flow convectional heat transfer, the heat flux
.
q is expressed by the relation:

.
q = hc (T − TW)
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where hc is the heat-transfer coeffient, T the temperature of flowing fluid stream, and TW represents
the temperature of the solid surface.

The heat absorption of water to form steam leads to the decrease in the average temperature
of the working fluid in the cylinder (Figure 5). Through convectional heat transfer, the decrease
in temperature TW for the piston crown, cylinder liner, and combustion chamber among others are
illustrated in Figures 9–12.
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Figure 12. The decrease in average surface temperature TW for the exhaust valves.

For Figures 9–12, as the WI mass into the cylinder increases, the average surface temperature TW
of the piston crown, cylinder liner, combustion chamber, and exhaust valves decreases. For 25% WI
relative to the metered fuel mass and at 20◦ CA bTDC of ignition timing, the values of the decreasing
average surface temperature were 46 K, 83 K, 35 K, and 20 K for the piston crown, cylinder liner,
chamber, and exhaust valves, respectively. The decrease in the average surface temperature TW of the
piston crown and cylinder liner occurs earlier and is lower than that of the combustion chamber and
exhaust valves because of the direction of the injected water, which is directed toward the piston head
as indicated in Figure 13.
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For the average surface temperature TW of the piston crown and cylinder liner, the quick decrease
in the temperature value was realized at 40◦ CA bTDC, and was earlier than that of the combustion
chamber and exhaust valves. This is because the fuel sprayed impinges the piston crown and the
cylinder liner. Figure 14 illustrates the fuel spray cloud at 40◦ CA bTDC.

The decrease of the average surface temperature TW of the piston crown, cylinder liner, combustion
chamber, and exhaust valves leads to a reduction in the conductive heat transfer in solids and heat
losses to the engine coolant. The decrease in the average surface temperature of the cylinder liner
also helps to prevent the deterioration of the lubricating oil film. Moreover, a lower average surface
temperature of the cylinder walls has a significant positive effect on the avoidance of knock and
pre-ignition problems which result from overheated hotspots in areas such as the piston crown,
exhaust valves, combustion chamber, and spark plug electrodes.
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3.1.3. Effects of Water Injection on Combustion

Employing WI during the compression stroke affects the combustion process because the heat
absorption of the injected water results in the decrease of the in-cylinder pressure and working fluid
temperature. The burning conditions are changed with the presence of injected water.

The effect of WI on the combustion process was evident by the fact that the burning time for
the air-fuel mixture was extended. The injected water led to a decrease in the burning rate and the
maximum brake torque was achieved by the use of WA [36].

Figure 15 illustrates the maximum temperature point for 15% WA in comparison with pure
gasoline. For 15% WA, the maximum temperature point moved around 3–5◦ CA in comparison with
of the use of pure gasoline with the point B occurring after TDC (after 0◦ CA).
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3.1.4. Effect of WI on NO Emission

A major benefit of using WI in an engine is the reduction of NO emissions. In this study, the
reduction of NO emissions was also achieved for WI during the compression stroke and is illustrated
in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Effect of WI on reduction of the NO emission mass.

As the WI mass supplied to the engine increased, the NO emission mass decreased. For 25%
of WA relative to the gasoline mass, the reduction of NO emission mass was 34%. For the highest
peak-pressure case of 15% WA, the reduction of NO emission was about 21%. The main reason for
realizing a reduction in NO emissions could be attributed to the fact that the injected water absorbed
the heat of the compressed gases leading to reduced combustion temperatures. Figure 17 illustrates the
contours for a high temperature region in the combustion chamber for 730◦ CA and 15% WA compared
with the use of pure gasoline. C and C′ denote high temperature areas of more than 2200 K for pure
gasoline and 15% WA. The C′ area is smaller than the area marked C and thus implies that the 15%
WA case had a lower NO reaction rate than that of the pure gasoline case.
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Figure 17. High temperature region in the combustion chamber at 5◦ CA bTDC.

WI leads to the reduction in the local temperature of the combustion regions within the cylinder.
However, the maximum temperature of the working gasses in the cylinder for the WA cases was
higher than that for the use of pure gasoline. Figure 18 presents the maximum temperature values for
the various WA rates and the use of pure gasoline. 15% of WA gave the highest peak-pressure and the
highest average temperature.
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The effect of WA on charge gas was a decrease of the average temperature (Figures 4 and 5).
The latent heat required to convert the injected water to vapor is absorbed from charge gases’ energy.
In the combustion process, the resulting steam increases the in-cylinder pressure in comparison to
the pure gasoline (Figure 6). The effect of water injection on the decrease of in-cylinder temperature
has been studied by many researchers [4,5,31]. Figure 18 presents maximal temperature values with
various WA rates and pure gasoline. It is possible to notice that for a short period of time close to 0◦

CA, the maximum temperature in the chamber was higher in the WA case than in the pure gasoline
case. The higher temperature for the WA case was due to a longer ignition delay period. The injected
gasoline fuel had more time to mix with the surrounding hot gases, leading to higher pressure and
heat released during the premixed combustion portion of the process. Therefore, a locally higher
temperature was found. However, the effect of water injection on exhaust gas was a decrease of the
in-cylinder temperature in relation to the use of pure gasoline, and is presented in the Section 3.2.3 of
this study.

3.1.5. Effect of Water Temperature on the In-Cylinder Pressure

In this section, the effect of the injected water temperature on the in-cylinder pressure during
the compression and combustion-expansion strokes is discussed. 15% of WA and various water
temperatures varying between 40 ◦C and 80 ◦C were used to study the effect of water temperature on
the in-cylinder pressure. The temperature factor did not show any significant effect on the compression
pressure, as illustrated in Figure 19. The curve of compression pressure for various water temperatures
was virtually the same.
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However, during the combustion phase the WI temperature had an effect on the peak-pressure,
as shown in Figure 20. The higher water temperature resulted in a higher peak pressure and thus a
higher power output. The higher water temperature resulted in less heat being absorbed from the
compressed gases and increased the peak pressure once there was volumetric expansion.
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WI had some effects on the in-cylinder pressure as a result of the heat absorption and the steam
formation. The possible reduction in energy losses during the compression stroke, NO emission levels,
and prolonged combustion were investigated for the various cases of WI. More WA mass (25%) helped
to reduce the energy losses and NO emissions, but lowered the peak-pressure in comparison with the
use of 15% WA mass.

3.2. Water Addition During the Expansion Stroke

Water can be injected into the cylinder during the expansion stroke to facilitate higher expansion
pressure. The heat absorption from the high temperature of the burnt gases facilitated the volumetric
expansion of steam, leading to an improvement in the work output. The WA mass rates used during
the expansion stroke, among other details, are given in Table 4.

Table 4. WI parameters during the expansion stroke.

Item Value

Injection Timing (◦ CA) 730

Water duration (◦ CA) 10

Water temperature [K] 373

Water mass [Kg] 100% (WA 1.0); 200% (WA 2.0); 300% (WA 3.0);
400% (WA 4.0) relative to fuel mass

3.2.1. Evaporation of Injected Water in the Cylinder

The liquid WI mass into the cylinder depended on the intake air mass, the temperature of
compressed air, the water temperature, and the engine speed, among other parameters. The injection
of excessive amounts of liquid water into the cylinder could result in poor evaporation and could
have an effect on the corrosion resistance of the engine leading to a poor compatibility with the
lubricating oil. Figure 21 presents the evaporation of injected water for the various WI masses at a
water temperature of 100 ◦C.
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model because of its poor evaporation characteristics. Based on the relationship between the injected
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3.2.2. Effect of WI on Expansion Pressure

WI resulted in the decrease of the in-cylinder pressure in the first instance by heat absorption
and a subsequent increase of the in-cylinder pressure via volumetric expansion in the second instance.
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Equation (1) gives an expression for the percentage increase of the in-cylinder pressure with the
use of WI at 10◦ CA aTDC during the expansion stroke.

Percentage [%] =

[
pw − ppure

]
ppure

× 100 (1)

where pw represents the in-cylinder pressure in the WI case with ppure representing the in-cylinder
pressure for pure gasoline.

As the WA mass increased, there was a decrease in the in-cylinder pressure during the first stage.
For WA 3.0, the percentage decrease of the in-cylinder pressure was 2.7%. During the second stage,
the injected water vaporized and expanded in volume. The percentage increase in the in-cylinder
pressure was positive during this period. In Figure 23, the area of the positive percentage increase in
the in-cylinder pressure was larger than the area of the percentage decrease in the in-cylinder pressure.
Thus, the effect of WI on improving the power output can be achieved by the increase of the expansion
pressure during the power stroke.
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3.2.3. Effect of WI on the Reduction in Energy Losses through In-Cylinder Heat Transfer to the
Exhaust Gases

As mentioned earlier, 30%–40% of fuel energy is lost to exhaust gases. The rapid expansion of the
burnt charge inside the cylinder produces turbulent fluid motions, high temperature regions, and large
heat transfers from the fluid to the piston crown, cylinder wall, and combustion chamber. The rapid
succession of working cycles in the cylinder creates an expanding exhaust gas with high pressure and
temperature, which are scavenged from the cylinder in preparation for the next cycle while the exhaust
gas is still expanding. The exhaust gas temperature is higher than that of ambient and contains thermal
energy which is finally lost to the environment. Injection of liquid water will convert a portion of the
heated gases produced from the combustion process energy into pressure, leading to an increase in
the useful work. The decreasing temperature at the end of the expansion process will conduct heat,
leading to a decrease in the exhaust gas temperature and therefore a reduced magnitude of wasted
heat to the exhaust gases, as illustrated in Figure 24. At 180◦ CA aTDC, the exhaust gas temperature
decrease was 42 K, 89 K, and 136 K for WA 1.0, WA 2.0, and WA 3.0 at 100 ◦C water temperature,
respectively. Figure 25 presents the decreasing exhaust temperature with various water addition ratios
in relation to the intake mass at the beginning of the exhaust process, in comparison with another
study [25].
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Moreover, the lower temperature of the expanding gases for WI in comparison with the pure
gasoline case showed a decrease in the heat transfer to the cylinder walls in the process. According to
Heywood [34], for a Diesel engine with a 45% indicated efficiency, 25% of the fuel energy is lost to
the coolant in the cooling system. Of this 25%, 9% is lost during the exhaust stroke, 8% during the
combustion stroke, 6% during the expansion stroke, and 2% due to friction. Reducing the surface
temperature of the piston crown, cylinder liner, and combustion chamber will reduce the heat losses
and improve the engine efficiency. Figures 26 and 27 illustrate the reduction of the surface temperature
of the piston crown and combustion chamber during the expansion stroke for WA compared with the
use of pure gasoline.
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The effect of WI temperature on the percentage increase of the in-cylinder pressure is given in
Figure 28. The water temperature was raised to 200 ◦C for direct injection into the cylinder. A water
temperature of 200 ◦C was achieved by using the heat from the cooling system to heat the injected water
in the first instance and the heat of the exhaust gases in the second instance. The water temperature had
a positive and significant effect on the increase of the in-cylinder pressure. As the water temperature
increased, the percentage decrease in pressure was lower. More than 4% of the increased pressure was
realized during the second stage, where the volumetric expansion of steam for using a WA of 3.0 at a
temperature of 200 ◦C took place. On the other hand, the percentage decrease in pressure during the
first stage was only 1%.
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WI also showed a potential benefit of improved engine efficiency via waste heat recovery from
the large amount of energy from the stream of exhaust gases.

3.3. Water Addition in Both Compression and Expansion Strokes

WI during the compression stroke had the benefits of reducing compression work and NO
emission, and increasing the peak-pressure. Employing WI during the expansion stroke affected the
expansion pressure in two stages: a decrease in pressure in the first stage of heat absorption and
an increase in pressure at the second stage for the volumetric expansion of the steam formed. The
useful advantages of WI cases can therefore be harnessed by using a sequence of timed WI during an
engine cycle. For example, WI takes place for the first time during the compression stroke at 80◦ CA
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bTDC with the second injection of water taking place during the expansion stroke at 10◦ CA aTDC.
The parameters of WI in this section are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. WI parameters during the compression and expansion strokes.

Item Value

1st WI
Injection Timing 80◦ CA bTDC

Water duration [◦ CA] 10
Water temperature [K] 310

Water mass [Kg] WA 15

2nd WI
Injection Timing 10◦ CA aTDC

Water duration [◦ CA] 10
Water temperature [K] 200

Water mass [Kg] 3.0 WA

In this example, there was no percentage decrease in pressure because of the improved effect of
the first WI on the in-cylinder pressure. In an internal combustion engine, as the expansion pressure
increases, the work produced is higher. Figure 29 illustrates the time periods for the percentage
increase in the in-cylinder pressure by using two water injections.
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T1: the percentage increase in the in-cylinder pressure because of the first WI.
T2: the period for the second WI and its effect on the in-cylinder pressure due to heat absorption.
T3: the percentage increase in the in-cylinder pressure because of evaporation during the second WI.
T4: the percentage increase in the in-cylinder pressure due to the combined effect of the two
water injections.

In this study, two temperatures of injected water were used to demonstrate the combined benefits
of two WI timings described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The maximal percentage increase in pressure
was around 7% with no decrease in the in-cylinder pressure during the expansion stroke. The same
injected water temperature can be used to increase the expansion pressure, leading to a reduction in
NO emissions.

On the whole, injected water presented opportunities for reducing NO emissions and for
improving engine efficiency due to a reduction in heat losses. The heat absorption of injected water
led to a decrease in the local temperature of the combustion areas and could decrease NO emissions.
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The phase change process from liquid to gas increased the expansion pressure and improved the
engine power output. The decrease in the average surface temperature of the cylinder liner and other
hotspots helped to prevent deterioration of the lubricating oil film. This also enhanced the anti-knock
resistance, and prolonged the engine lifespan. However, excessive water injection by mass could
negatively affect the engine, in terms of ignition delay and cylinder corrosion. The disadvantages of
the liquid WI method in ICEs need to be evaluated in detail before it is applied.

4. Conclusions

The results of a CFD simulation were carried out to investigate the effect of WA on the in-cylinder
pressure and facilitate higher power output. Different timings of WI were used in this study and the
following conclusions were drawn:

(1) WI in the compression stroke facilitated a reduction in compression work, a 34% reduction in NO
emission for the WA 25 case, and an increase in the peak pressure by a margin of about 2% for
WA 15.

(2) Employing WI during the expansion stroke indicated two stages of in-cylinder pressure change.
For WA 3.0 and a water temperature of 100 ◦C, the percentage decrease in the in-cylinder pressure
was 2.7% during the first stage with a percentage increase of about 2.5% during the second stage.
WI helped to reduce the energy losses via heat transfer to the cylinder walls and the exhaust
gases. At 180◦ CA aTDC, the exhaust gas temperature decreased by 42 K, 89 K, and 136 K for WA
1.0, WA 2.0, and WA 3.0, respectively. Increasing the WI temperature to 200 ◦C, the percentage
decrease in the in-cylinder pressure was 1.0% during the first stage and more than 4.0% in the
second stage.

(3) Two timed water injections could be used to decrease the compression work and increase the
pressure of the expanding burnt gases during the expansion stroke. The maximum percentage
increase of the in-cylinder pressure was about 7% which showed the potential for achieving
higher engine power output.
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